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EdTech: Our Approach





THE TOGO DIGITAL 2025 STRATEGY INCLUDES 9 STRUCTURING AND 
COMPLEMENTARY PROGRAMS





Electricity









Data Driven Technology

Alternative Credit scoring

Automated credit assessment based 
on alternative data

Targeted loan products

Loan products tailored to smallholder 
needs

Portfolio Strategy &Analytics tools

Data-driven collections and recovery

Banking on Agriculture 

Credit modeling using financial and 
agriculturally relevant data

Loan 
paymentsTelco

Products designed for longer 
smallholder cashflow cycles

Data analytics used to improve loan recovery, 
collections and customer retention

Environmental 
and agronomic

Data 
inputs





The Ouidah museum opened its doors in 2013. It is the first museum of contemporary art in Africa.

17 years

3 spaces

42 exhibitions

7 million visitors



What President Yayi and I 
Were Going To Talk About.



AGENDA 2063, which President Yayi worked on when he 
was the Chair of the African Union in 2012 and 2013, is 
Africa’s blueprint and master plan for transforming Africa 
into the global powerhouse of the future. 

It is the continent’s strategic framework that aims to deliver on 
its goal for inclusive and sustainable development and is a 
concrete manifestation of the pan-African drive for unity, 
self-determination, freedom, progress and collective prosperity 
pursued under Pan-Africanism and African Renaissance.





The need to envision a long-term 50-year development trajectory for 
Africa is important as Africa needs to revise and adapt its 
development agenda due to ongoing structural transformations:

- increased peace and reduction in the number of conflicts
- renewed economic growth and social progress
- the need for people centered development
- gender equality and youth empowerment
- changing global contexts such as increased globalization and the ICT revolution
- the increased unity of Africa which makes it a global power to be reckoned with and 

capable of rallying support around its own common agenda
- emerging development and investment opportunities in areas such as agri-business, 

infrastructure development, health and education as well as the value addition in 
African commodities.
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Thank you!

TRUEAfricaUniversity.com


